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The oxygen-isotope records from Greenland ice cores show a very strong, reproducible pattern of
alternation between warm Greenland Interstadials (GI) and cold Greenland Stadials (GS) at millennialscale during the last glacial period. Here we summarise what is known about this variability from ice core
records. The typical cycle has a sawtooth pattern, with a very rapid warming event (occurring in a few
decades), a slow cooling trend, and then a ﬁnal fast cooling. 25 such events have been numbered in the
last glacial. The recent GICC05 age scale provides the best available age scale that can be directly applied
to this stratigraphy, and we summarise the timing of the warming events, and the length and strength of
each event. The Greenland stratigraphy can be transferred to other records if we make assumptions
about the contemporaneous nature of rapid events in different archives. Other parameters, such as the
snow accumulation rate, and the concentration of terrestrial dust and sea salt recorded in the Greenland
cores, also show a strong contrasting pattern between GI and GS. Methane concentrations are generally
high during GI and lower during GS, with the increase from GS to GI occurring within a century. Antarctic
ice cores show a different pattern: each GI has an Antarctic counterpart, but Antarctica appears to warm
while Greenland is in a GS, and cool during GI. These changes are consistent with a mechanism involving
ocean heat transport, but the rapid nature of warmings poses a challenge for modellers, while the rapid
methane changes pose questions about the pattern of land biosphere emissions during the glacial that
are also relevant for understanding glacial-interglacial methane variability.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The most signiﬁcant climate variability in the Quaternary record
is the alternation between glacial and interglacial, occurring at
approximately 100 ka periodicity in the most recent 800 ka. This
signal is of global scale, and observed in all climate records, including
the long Antarctic ice cores (Jouzel et al., 2007a) and marine sediments (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). There is a strong consensus that
the underlying cause of these changes is orbital (i.e. due to external
forcing from changes in the seasonal and latitudinal pattern of
insolation), but ampliﬁed by a whole range of internal factors (such
as changes in greenhouse gas concentration and in ice extent).
At sub-orbital periods, the most prominent scale of variability is
the millennial variability that is particularly noticeable in the last
glacial (Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) 4, 3 and 2, 73.5–14.7 calendar
kyr BP, ka (Sanchez-Goni and Harrison, 2010)). The clearest manifestation of this variability are the Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) cycles
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observed in Greenland ice cores. Over the last 30 years, the structure
and scale of these events has become clear, and a favoured (though
not universally-shared) view of their origin has emerged. The D-O
cycles show a very strong climate signal (typically about 50% of
glacial-interglacial amplitude in Greenland temperature), with very
abrupt transitions. Their signature has been seen in a range of
climate records around the northern hemisphere, while counterparts with a different trend and shape are seen in Antarctica: thus
they are of global scale, even if they are manifested differently in
different regions. They are seen not only in climate but in measures
related to biogeochemical cycles and atmospheric circulation. The
Greenland D-O sequence has become the de facto event stratigraphy
for the last glacial period, and a formally-recommended one for the
period from 30 to 8 ka ago, including the termination (Björck et al.,
1998; Lowe et al., 2008). For this reason, before embarking on
a synthesis of how D-O cycles are seen in vegetation records, it is
crucial to have a clear understanding of what is seen in ice cores.
We start with a description of the climate signal of D-O cycles
during the last glacial in Greenland ice cores, and then consider
some of the other signals seen in these cores, before moving on to
discuss the counterpart millennial-scale signals seen in Antarctic
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ice cores. These summaries of climate will include a description of
the changes in radiatively-important trace gases that are associated
with millennial-scale changes, with a particular emphasis on
methane. We will brieﬂy touch on the question of whether similar
variability occurred in earlier glacial periods, how it relates to
interglacial millennial variability in ice cores, and how the ice core
variability is related to that seen in other palaeorecords. A detailed
description of the causes of such variability is outside the scope of
this paper but we will brieﬂy summarise the current hypotheses.
2. Millennial-scale variability in Greenland climate
The existence of a strong millennial-scale signal in Greenland ice
core oxygen-isotope records was ﬁrst clearly noted in the early
1980s, with the appearance of the DYE-3 core (Dansgaard et al.,
1982) from south Greenland. The similarity of the pattern of climate
during the last glacial period between the DYE-3 record and the
Camp Century (northwest Greenland) core that had previously
been obtained (Johnsen et al., 1972) strengthened the view that the
oscillations seen were real climate signals of regional signiﬁcance.
However, it was the parallel cores drilled by the European GRIP
(Johnsen et al., 1992; Dansgaard et al., 1993) and US GISP2 (Grootes
et al., 1993) teams at or near Summit on top of the Greenland ice
sheet that cemented the notion of a quasi-regular sequence of
highly abrupt climate swings, which have become known as
Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles. The different cores displaying a clear
D-O sequence from Greenland are summarised in Table 1.
2.1. The pattern, structure and strength of D-O variability in
Greenland temperature
The more recent NorthGRIP (NGRIP) ice core is now being seen
as the standard reference core for two reasons. Firstly it is complete
and continuous through the entire glacial and into the last interglacial (continuous sequence of 123 ka). Secondly it has the most
complete multi-parameter layer-counted dating over the last 60 ka
(Svensson et al., 2008).
The oxygen-isotope record from NGRIP (Fig. 1) covers the period
from the present, through the last glacial (MIS 2-4), and beyond into
MIS 5, which includes the glacial inception and the end of the last
interglacial (identiﬁed with the Eemian in NW Europe, and with MIS
5E). It shows a sequence of 25 identiﬁed and numbered (Dansgaard
et al., 1993; North Greenland Ice Core Project Members, 2004) D-O
cycles, of which 18 (numbers 2–19) are in MIS 2-4. In the literature
(e.g. Johnsen et al., 1992) the numbered warm periods are described
as interstadials, and more speciﬁcally Greenland interstadials (GI or
GIS) (see also Sanchez-Goni and Harrison, 2010). We use the notation of GIn for warm periods. The term interstadial is somewhat
inappropriate because it contains an implication that these intervals
are coeval with glacial retreats, but we maintain the usage in order to
avoid introducing new terminology. There is some confusion in the
literature in numbering the cold stages (GS) in between the GI, with
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cold events being given the same number as either the GI that
preceded them or the one that followed them (Rousseau et al., 2006).
In the absence of a clear concensus, we will avoid either usage by
describing a GS as ‘‘the GS between GIn and GI(n þ 1)’’. There is also
an element of subjectivity in the numbering system for GI: for
example, an apparently separate peak just after GI19 was not
numbered, and GI15 and 17 each consist of doublet peaks. Finally we
have followed the authors of NGRIP papers by using ages relative to
2000 AD, denoted as years (or ka) b2k. Where dates are compared to
literature dates referenced to 1950, 50 years should be subtracted
from the quoted b2k ages.
The glacial is populated by a series of alternations between cold
and warm. More speciﬁcally, the typical D-O cycle (Fig. 1) begins
with a very sharp D-O warming event (within decades, as discussed
shortly). Temperature, as deduced from water isotopes, then cools
slowly for a time, before plunging quite rapidly back to a cold
baseline, which is maintained until the next rapid warming event.
This pattern is generally seen in each cycle, irrespective of its
length, although the shapes of earlier events are somewhat more
complex, including at least one GI which lacks the sharp ﬁnal
cooling (GI23). The duration of events is variable, for example GI3 is
only 300 years long (between the cold plateaus) while GI12 is more
than 2500 years long; the earlier events, GI21 and 23, are particularly long. The length of the cold period plateaus between GI is also
variable, from hundreds to thousands of years, and we note two
periods (around 60–70 ka, and 25–15 ka, much of MIS 4 and 2) in
which D-O activity appears particularly weak. The ﬁnal numbered
GI (GI1) is generally considered to be synonymous with the BøllingAllerød warm period that precedes the Younger Dryas stadial. It
therefore forms part of the termination. However, it has similar
characteristics to other GI, and we consider it to be part of the
general sequence.
Some authors have proposed that the D-O cycles are arranged
into bundles, with a strong, wide GI being followed by successively
weaker and shorter GI (Bond et al., 1993). This appears to be a good
description of the sequence from GI12 to 9, and from 8 to 5, but it is
not so obvious elsewhere in the sequence.
Until this point, we have considered the d18O record as if it was
a quantitative recorder of Greenland air temperature. However,
borehole thermometry showed very clearly that the change in
temperature at Termination I was considerably larger than would
be calculated from the modern spatial relationship between
isotopes and temperature (Cuffey et al., 1995; Johnsen et al., 1995).
There is now considerable evidence that the factor that translates
an isotopic change to a temperature change is variable, probably
due to changes in the seasonal distribution of precipitation (Jouzel
et al., 2003; Krinner and Werner, 2003); we also cannot rule out
that changes in the strength of the atmospheric inversion may
account for a part of the difference between the temperature
changes in the troposphere inferred from conventional interpretation of water isotopes, and temperature changes in surface snow
(Cuffey and Clow, 1997) that are deduced from measurements of

Table 1
Locations and characteristics of Greenland ice cores in which the D-O sequence has been identiﬁed.
Location

Latitude

Longitude

Core
length/m

Thickness of ice
covering glacial
period (MIS 2–4) (m)

Reference

Camp Century
DYE-3
GISP2
GRIP
Renland
NorthGRIP

77.2 N
65.2 N
72.6 N
72.6 N
71.3 N
75.2 N

61.1 W
43.8 W
38.5 W
37.6 W
26.7 W
42.5 W

1387
2037
3053
3029
324
3085

100
140
800
800
12
900

(Johnsen et al., 1972; Dansgaard et al., 1982)
(Dansgaard et al., 1982)
(Grootes et al., 1993)
(Johnsen et al., 1992; Dansgaard et al., 1993)
(Hansson, 1994)
(North Greenland Ice Core Project Members, 2004)
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Fig. 1. Dansgaard-Oeschger events in the NGRIP ice core, Greenland. (a) From the
present back to 123 ka ago; (b) MIS 2-4. The oxygen-isotope data (North Greenland Ice
Core Project Members, 2004) smoothed to 100 year averages are presented here on the
GICC05 age scale back to 60 ka (Svensson et al., 2008), and before that on the ss09sea
modelled age scale (Johnsen et al., 2001) shifted (by –705 years) to match GICC05 at
60 ka. The notation b2k implies age before 2000 AD – remove 50 years for comparison
with dates expressed as bp relative to 1950 AD. The numbers denote the standard
notation for Greenland Interstadials (GI), with dots marking each intermediate
numbered event in part (a).

borehole temperature (and indeed from isotopic fractionation,
discussed next). Borehole temperature proﬁles do not conserve
sufﬁcient information to derive temperature changes for D-O
warming events; however fortunately another elegant method
exists.
Gases in the diffusive part of the ﬁrn column in an ice sheet
fractionate due to concentration gradients, gravity and thermal
gradients. During a rapid warming (or cooling), a temperature
gradient is established between the top and bottom of the ﬁrn
column, and this causes fractionation because gases diffuse faster
than heat in polar ﬁrn. In particular, 15N in N2 will be enriched at
the cold end of the column, by an amount that is physically related
to the magnitude of the temperature change; d15N can be
measured in air bubbles (Severinghaus and Brook, 1999).
By measuring also d40Ar, changes in ﬁrn thickness affecting both
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Fig. 2. Oxygen isotopes and temperature during several D-O cycles. The temperature
has been deduced by ﬁtting a ﬁrn densiﬁcation and heat diffusion model to d15N data
(Landais et al., 2004a; Huber et al., 2006). The temperature data, originally published
on a different age scale, have been converted to GICC05.

isotopes through the gravitational effect can be estimated, allowing calculation of the actual temperature change corresponding to
each rapid temperature change (because it only works if the
temperature change is rapid, the method is most appropriate for
the warmings). This method has now been used on a range of D-O
warming events, and different authors used it to estimate for
example that the warming at the start of GI1(in the GISP2 ice core)
is 11  3  C (Grachev and Severinghaus, 2003), while that at the
start of GI19 (at NGRIP) is as large as 16  2.5  C (Landais et al.,
2004a). A slightly different method, also using d15N, but where
both the depth and magnitude of d15N changes are used as
a constraint in a temperature/ﬁrn densiﬁcation/gas diffusion
model, has been applied to obtain continuous temperature estimates across D-O cycles (Lang et al., 1999; Huber et al., 2006).
These methods of estimating the real temperature changes (Fig. 2)
do not grossly alter the shape of the temperature evolution
compared to that derived directly from d18O; however, there are
subtle changes such as the ﬂatter top of GI14, or the relatively high
temperature in GI12 compared to other GI. The most important
ﬁnding from all these estimates is that the D-O warmings are
immensely strong (Table 2), with the very fast part of the warming
ranging from 8  C up to 16  C.
2.2. Dating, timing and pacing of Greenland D-O signals
It is important to establish a reliable age model for deriving the
timing of D-O warming events. We restrict ourselves here to
considering the three cores in which there is good resolution
through the glacial period (Table 1). The age scales used for the
GRIP ice core in the last glacial were based on rather simple ice ﬂow
models, with accumulation rates calculated, using an empirical
relationship, from the oxygen-isotope data. The ss09sea model
(Johnsen et al., 2001) is just such a model, where the isotope values
were corrected for the isotopic value of seawater before they were
used in the accumulation rate model. The GISP2 age scale was
based on counting of annual layers in between 1 and 3 different
parameters (Alley et al., 1997; Meese et al., 1997). The GRIP and
GISP2 age scales showed signiﬁcant discrepancies from each other
(Southon, 2004), especially in the relative lengths of GI and GS, and
from independently derived age scales (e.g. Shackleton et al., 2004).
A comprehensive effort has now been made to produce an age
scale based on annual layer counts using mainly the NGRIP ice core.
It is generally accepted (see e.g. Lowe et al., 2008) that this age scale
(known as GICC05) is the ‘‘standard’’, despite some criticisms
(Skinner, 2008), and we will therefore use it when possible in this
paper. It is assumed that future age scales will provide a crossreference to GICC05 so that the ages assigned to events in this paper
can be readily translated.
The GICC05 is a multi-core, multi-parameter attempt at a fully
layer-counted age scale. For the Holocene section, the DYE-3, GRIP
and NGRIP cores were synchronised using the pattern of volcanic
sulphate spikes, and the best records were used to perform annual
layer counting (Vinther et al., 2006). Dating of the part of the record
to 8 ka relies heavily on the seasonal cycle of oxygen isotopes,
which is well-preserved in the high-accumulation rate DYE-3 core.
Between 7.9 and 10.3 ka, GRIP high resolution chemistry data,
backed by sections of water isotope data, were used. The remainder
of the age scale relies only on the NGRIP core, using 7 parameters
with a seasonal cycle to perform layer counting (Andersen et al.,
2006; Rasmussen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2006; Svensson et al.,
2008). The age scale comes with an uncertainty based on identiﬁcation of layers considered to be uncertain years (counted as
0.5  0.5 years) by the team doing the counting; the accumulated
uncertainty is not strictly speaking a Gaussian error estimate, but
has been treated as a 2s error on the age scale.
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Table 2
The age of D-O warming events in Greenland ice cores. Ages are given on the GICC05 age scale to 60 ka, and on an adjusted ss09sea age scale (with 705 years subtracted)
beyond that, as discussed in the text. The ages are estimated for the rapid warming events at the start of GI. Durations of GI are given to the nearest century, from the rapid
warming event to the bottom of the sharp ﬁnal drop, omitting any estimate where the end of the GI is hard to pinpoint due to the complex structure of the event (such events
labelled by *). The temperature jumps are those estimated from 15N data wherever such estimates have been published, as described in the text, and for NGRIP except where
speciﬁed. The values for the temperature jump at the start of GI 4-7 (in italics) do not use 15N data, but are derived from an inversion of water isotope data: the values given here
are those estimated in a table by Sanchez-Goni et al. (2008) based on a ﬁgure shown by Masson-Delmotte et al. (2005).
Start of which GI

Age/ka
b2k

Quoted 1s
uncertainty

Age/ka b
1950

Reference

YD/PB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

11.703
14.692
23.340
27.780
28.900
32.500
33.740
35.480
38.220
40.160
41.460
43.340
46.860
49.280
54.220
55.800
58.280
59.440
64.095
72.330
76.450

0.050
0.093
0.298
0.416
0.449
0.566
0.606
0.661
0.725
0.790
0.817
0.868
0.956
1.015
1.150
1.196
1.256
1.287
?
?
?

11.653
14.642
23.290
27.730
28.850
32.450
33.690
35.430
38.170
40.110
41.410
43.290
46.810
49.230
54.170
55.750
58.230
59.390
64.045
72.280
76.400

(Rasmussen et al., 2006)
(Rasmussen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Andersen et al., 2006)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
(Svensson et al., 2008)
Estimated here
Estimated here
Estimated here

The GICC05 age scale is a clear methodological improvement on
previous age scales, but it does have some weaknesses. Firstly, in
GS, the layer thickness in the older part of the record is low, and the
chemical parameters no longer show a seasonal cycle. As a result,
the counting relies only on visual stratigraphy, solid electrical
conductivity (ECM) and liquid conductivity during the GS (Svensson et al., 2008). Because these three parameters are closely related
in origin, the level of independence in identifying missing or
doubled annual layers is low. Overall, a strong assumption of the
method is that the annual pattern in observed signals persists, even
under glacial conditions. Finally, the estimates of uncertain years
are based on criteria agreed by the counting team; the data presented in the different papers show several examples where it is
obvious that an alternative but reasonable set of criteria could have
been developed that would have given a different count and
a different uncertainty.
An alternative way to evaluate the age scale is to compare it with
independent well-dated time markers. Such comparisons (Svensson et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2008) conﬁrm the GICC05 age scale,
well within the margin of the quoted uncertainties. Speciﬁcally, the
GICC05 counted age of two ash layers, at w10 and 12 ka b2k, with
well-known radiometric age, ﬁts very well onto the IntCal04 calibration curve, and seems to pin the age scale at Termination I. The
GICC05 age of the 10Be maximum identiﬁed with the Laschamp
magnetic event is 41.25  0.8 ka b2k, compared to the most recent
radiometric date for the geomagnetic excursion of 40.7  0.95 ka
(Singer et al., 2009). Assuming that the rapid events identiﬁed in
d18O records from speleothems can be assumed synchronous with
the D-O warming events, then agreement seems to be generally
better than 500 years between the central GICC05 age and the
preferred radiometric age, e.g from Hulu Cave (Wang et al., 2001),
right back to 60 ka; slightly larger discrepancies (up to 800 years)
between GICC05 and multiple speleothem records can be seen
around GI10-12 (Fleitmann et al., 2009). In summary, despite some
concerns over ‘‘unknown unknowns’’ in the age scale, comparisons
with dated horizons in other records suggest that the GICC05 age
scale is accurate well within its quoted 1s uncertainty. This then

GI duration/
centuries
19
1
3
3
5
4
7
16
3
7
10
26
*
*
*
*
*
3
20
24

Magnitude of
rapid T jump/ C

Reference citing
magnitude

10  4 (GISP2)
11  3 (GISP2)

(Grachev and Severinghaus, 2005)
(Grachev and Severinghaus, 2003)

12  5 (GRIP)
7  5 (GRIP)
7  5 (GRIP)
9  3 (GRIP)
11 (þ3;6)
9 (2 steps) (þ3;6)
11.5 (þ3;6)
15 (þ3;6)
12  2.5
8 (þ3;6)
12.5 (þ3;6)
10 (þ3;6)
9 (þ3;6)
12 (þ3;6)
11  2.5
16  2.5
11  2.5

(Sanchez-Goni et al., 2008)
(Sanchez-Goni et al., 2008)
(Sanchez-Goni et al., 2008)
(Sanchez-Goni et al., 2008)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Landais et al., 2004b)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Huber et al., 2006)
(Landais et al., 2004a)
(Landais et al., 2004a)
(Landais et al., 2004a)

validates the layer counting between horizons and suggests that
the GICC05 estimates of the duration of events are likely to be
rather precise.
The counted age scale extends only to 60 ka b2k. Beyond that,
the model ss09sea age scale, as used in the original NGRIP publications (North Greenland Ice Core Project Members, 2004) exists,
but it has an offset compared to GICC05 at 60 ka. We have therefore
used the simplest method to splice the two age scales together by
using ss09sea with 705 years removed for all ages older than 60 ka.
The ages of each D-O warming event (i.e of the start of the GI) on
the GICC05 age scale, extended as described above, are given in
Table 2. The ages of events beyond 60 ka must be treated with
special caution because of the way the age scale was extended.
We have also made estimates of the length of each event. This
should be treated as a guide only, because it is sometimes difﬁcult
to pinpoint the sharp cooling that characterises the end of a GI
(e.g. GI14).
A crucial question about the timing of each event is whether
they occur at a ﬁxed period, or stochastically. This is critical for
understanding the likely causes of D-O cycles. Despite the excellent
datasets and the clear nature of the events, it has proved difﬁcult to
get agreement on this issue. This reﬂects the fact that the detection
of periodicity depends on the age scale used, that the shape of the
events is not conducive to certain conventional approaches, and
that most authors have conﬁned themselves to a limited period so
that the population of events to be tested is not very large.
To overcome the second issue, several authors have used the
waiting time between the sharp warmings as the statistic to be
tested for periodicity. Using the GISP2 age scale, a period of 1470
years has been determined for the events of the last 50 ka by
different authors using different methods (Grootes and Stuiver,
1997; Schulz, 2002; Rahmstorf, 2003), suggesting that D-O warming events occur at intervals that are multiples of this period. This
may be the result of a forcing with the same period, such as solar
forcing (Braun et al., 2005), operating either directly or in combination with a noisy system to produce stochastic resonance (Alley
et al., 2001). However, the robustness of the periodicity is
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questioned, and it has been suggested that on the GICC05 age scale
the recurrence times are indistinguishable from those expected
with random occurrence (Ditlevsen et al., 2007). We consider this
issue to be still unresolved.
3. Other signals in Greenland ice cores
Almost every parameter measured in ice cores varies strongly
across D-O cycles. Here we summarise a few of them that indicate
different aspects of the environment.
3.1. Snow accumulation rate, deuterium excess, and ice chemistry
Measured layer thicknesses, which can be strain-corrected to
derive ice equivalent accumulation rates, varied in very close concert
with d18O (Andersen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2008) across the
D-O cycles of the last 60 ka. It was found that the derived median
accumulation rates at NGRIP during the GI 3-10 were approximately
double those of the intervening cold periods, and just over half those
found in the present day (Andersen et al., 2006). Although a thermodynamic effect may be partly responsible (warmer air delivering
more moisture), it has previously been suggested that the main
cause of the changes is actually changes in storm tracks, suggesting
a rapid shift to more northerly tracks at warming jumps, bringing
more moisture to Greenland (Kapsner et al., 1995).
Deuterium excess (dxs) varies strongly with d18O across D-O
cycles at Greenland sites (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2005; Jouzel
et al., 2007b), with lower values during warm periods. The changes
in dxs seem in some cases to be sharper than those in d18O.
Conventionally, dxs is used as an indicator of conditions in the
water vapour source region, thus at ﬁrst sight implying that very
rapid changes occur at lower latitude, or else that rapid shifts
occurred in the relative importance of different water sources
(e.g. Atlantic versus Paciﬁc). However, it seems to be difﬁcult to
reconcile the values seen with the conventional interpretation, and
further work is needed to untangle the exact meaning of this
parameter in Greenland ice.
Huge changes are observed in many chemicals measured across
D-O cycles in Greenland cores, with higher values in cold periods
than warm (Mayewski et al., 1994; Mayewski et al., 1997) (Fig. 3).
The strongest signal is seen in all elements associated with
terrestrial dust, such as Ca2þ (Fuhrer et al., 1999; Ruth et al., 2007).
The Ca2þ or dust concentration typically decreases rapidly (decadal
time scale) by a factor approximately 10 during a D-O warming
event, stays low during the warm period (GI), and then increases

-40
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Dust concentration / μg kg
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Fig. 3. Changes in terrestrial dust concentration in the NorthGRIP core across D-O
cycles. The ﬁgure shows the d18O (smoothed to 60 year averages), and the dust
concentration (Ruth et al., 2007) from the NorthGRIP ice core, Greenland.

more slowly (order 1 century) into the next cold period (GS). The
decreases during warming actually seem to occur in a series of
extremely rapid (1–2 year) steps (Fuhrer et al., 1999). The increase
in alkaline dust is strongly associated with a decrease in acidity of
the ice, as reﬂected in solid electrical logs of ice cores (Wolff et al.,
1997). Because wet deposition dominates over dry deposition
under current conditions, the concentration in ice is more relevant
than the ﬂux in deducing changes in atmospheric loading. Dry
deposition probably had a greater role under glacial conditions, but
it is unlikely that the change in snow accumulation rate between GI
and GS played a signiﬁcant role in the observed concentration
changes. Dust, along with sea salt, has been extensively discussed
in a recent review (Fischer et al., 2007b), and here we mainly
summarise the conclusions of that paper.
Terrestrial dust arriving at Greenland in the last glacial period
has been ﬁngerprinted by geochemical measurements (Biscaye
et al., 1997; Bory et al., 2003) as originating from arid and semi-arid
regions in Asia (mainly China). Thus the large D-O changes in dust
concentration in Greenland have to originate either from changes
in conditions in the source region (aridity, presence or absence of
stabilising vegetation, surface winds that mobilise dust), or in
changes in the survival of dust during transport. Faster transport
times or longer lifetimes against wet deposition due to a drier
atmosphere in cold periods would tend to increase the amount of
material reaching Greenland. Recent estimates (Fuhrer et al., 1999;
Fischer et al., 2007b) suggest that changes during transport could
have caused a factor 3 increase during GS compared to GI, requiring
changes in source area or strength to provide a signiﬁcant factor.
However, the uncertainty on such estimates is very large. What is
clear is that very signiﬁcant changes in northern hemisphere
atmospheric circulation across all longitude bands must have
occurred at each D-O switch in order to cause the changes in dust.
Sea salt concentrations (such as Naþ) decrease by typically
a factor of 5 during D-O warming events. Although it has been
suggested that the Paciﬁc could have been a major source during
the last glacial period (de Angelis et al., 1997), most authors assume
that the Atlantic remained the main source (it is very hard to see
how such a large increase in concentration could be generated if
there was a change to a more distal source). The factor 5 increase
between GI and GS must therefore arise from an increased source
strength and/or increased transport as for dust. Again, it seems
likely that both factors played a role (Fischer et al., 2007b), and that
the D-O sea salt variability results from an interplay between
changes in sea ice extent and changes in atmospheric circulation
patterns. Although changes in marine conditions are not a focus of
this paper, the marine signals do provide an additional constraint,
in parallel with terrestrial changes, on the overall climate pattern
that is consistent with the evidence.
While there were dramatic changes in the terrestrial dust across
D-O cycles, the changes for some other chemicals were much more
modest. Ammonium, considered to be an indicator of soil and
vegetation emissions from North America, also shows lower
concentrations in the glacial compared to the Holocene, presumably
in part because the Laurentide ice sheet covered much of the source
area (Fuhrer et al., 1996). The ammonium concentration increases
moderately at the transitions from GI to GS, probably due to changes
in transport and deposition mechanisms. There is some evidence
(Fuhrer et al., 1996) that ammonium concentrations tend to drift
higher during long GI; this is certainly true during GI1, when the
concentration approximately doubled. These increases during warm
periods presumably reﬂect biomass in North America, perhaps
related to decreasing ice cover and increasing temperatures. There
were also strong increases in ammonium concentration during GI 21
and 23 in MIS 5, presumably reﬂecting warmer conditions and
increased biomass.
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3.3. Methane
Methane is of particular relevance for this journal issue, because
its concentration in the atmosphere is clearly strongly connected to
aspects of vegetation and soils. Wetlands have long been considered the major natural source of methane, so that changes in
wetland extent (and their CH4 ﬂuxes) or climate must play a role in
changing CH4 concentrations. Biomass burning is another one of
the larger natural sources of CH4. The main sink for CH4 is oxidation
by OH; particularly during glacial periods, when methane
concentrations are lower, the OH concentration is sensitive to the
concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted from
mainly tropical vegetation. Thus any attempt at bottom-up
modelling to understand changes in atmospheric CH4 across D-O
cycles relies on correctly assessing the changing patterns of vegetation across them, with a particular emphasis on wetlands.
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There should be clues to the processes occurring at rapid climate
changes in the phasing of changes in local temperature in
Greenland (d18O), precipitation (layer thickness), input of Asian
dust (Ca, dust), and input of sea salt (Na), as well as changes in
methane concentration (discussed in Section 3.3). Detailed study of
this phasing has been attempted for the ﬁnal warming out of the
Younger Dryas (Taylor et al., 1997; Steffensen et al., 2008), for both
ends of GI1 (Steffensen et al., 2008), and for the warming into GI8
(Thomas et al., 2009). Interestingly, deuterium excess seems to
undergo the fastest changes, switching within 1–3 years both at
warmings, and at the cooling at the end of GI1 into the Younger
Dryas (Steffensen et al., 2008). This presumably reﬂects some fast
switch in conditions at the moisture source or of the storm track,
although the difﬁculties in interpreting dxs in Greenland preclude
a ﬁrm conclusion.
For the cooling at the end of GI1, d18O, ice layer thickness, and Ca
and dust concentration all changed slowly over 1–2 centuries
between about 12.9–12.7 ka b2k, with dxs changing rapidly at
12.9 ka b2k (Steffensen et al., 2008). Apart from the early change in
dxs, there is no clear phase difference between the other components. For the warmings, changes happen much faster: at the start of
GI1 and GI8, the transition in all components is completed within 40
years, with dxs changing particularly fast. Applying ramps to either
the linear or logarithmic values at the transitions in each component, it was found that, for the start of GI1, the start of the ramp
deﬁning the decrease in dust began earlier than the changes in d18O
and other components reﬂecting high latitude processes (Steffensen
et al., 2008). A similar conclusion was reached for GI8 (Thomas et al.,
2009). It was suggested that such phasing was indicative of changes
starting at low latitudes, leading to an initial change in atmospheric
circulation, and ﬁnally a change in Greenland climate. However, we
caution against over-interpreting this result. All the signals being
observed are quite noisy, which makes it hard to determine when
a transition starts precisely; diffusion of water isotopes in the ﬁrn
may also matter at very ﬁne resolution. It is not clear if an alternative
model to a ramp would still lead to a statistically signiﬁcant lead for
dust. The warmings at the start of GI3 and GI20 have been investigated (Fuhrer et al., 1999) in detail for just d18O and Ca: they suggest
that a model in which Ca changes in steps might be more appropriate. They conﬁrm that the ﬁrst step in each change certainly
occurs early in the sequence of events, but it would be hard to state
clearly that it occurs before other components start to change. More
transitions should be investigated, but the evidence suggests that all
components change within a very short period at warmings, and
that this, rather than a small lead by dust, would be a safer target for
models testing causes of the change.

Methane concentrations are high during GI and low in GS
(Fig. 4) (Brook et al., 1996; Brook et al., 2000; Flückiger et al., 2004),
typically with increases of 100–200 ppbv at the transitions
between the two. This increase is usually >50% of the glacialinterglacial amplitude; thus understanding the causes of D-O
methane variability is essential for understanding glacial-interglacial changes also. Although there is an interhemispheric
gradient (higher concentrations in the northern hemisphere), fast
changes are seen in both hemispheres, and must occur almost
simultaneously; indeed this feature is used to synchronise Antarctic
and Greenland ice core chronologies. (e.g. Blunier and Brook, 2001;
EPICA Community Members, 2006).
There are a number of important features of the relationship
between D-O cycles as seen in CH4, and as seen in Greenland d18O.
Firstly, the shape of warm events is not the same. Most events in
d18O are sawtoothed in shape, with highest values at the start,
ramping down during the warm event. Although this feature is
somewhat modulated in the records of derived temperature shown
in Fig. 2, it is still the dominant pattern. CH4 shows a variety of
patterns, including events in which concentrations increase during
the warm period: GI1 is the clearest example of this contrasting
trend, but it can also be seen in other events. This is perhaps
indicative of a threshold behaviour, whereby the D-O switch initiates an increase in methane, and the source can be further
enhanced as long as the temperature remains high, even if it is
decreasing.
There is no direct link between the magnitude of temperature
change and the amplitude of methane change (for times and cores
in which there is sufﬁcient resolution in the methane record to
capture the full amplitude of change). The methane jump at the
start of GI8 is around 150 ppbv, for example, and values in GI8 settle
at about 130 ppbv higher than those of the preceding GS (Figs.
4 and 5); in contrast for GI19, with its much larger temperature
change (Figs. 2 and 5), the initial methane jump is only around
120 ppbv (Blunier and Brook, 2001; Flückiger et al., 2004; Grachev
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Fig. 4. Methane across D-O cycles. The ﬁgure shows methane and Greenland d18O
across the D-O cycles of the last glacial. Methane data are from GISP2 (grey (Blunier
and Brook, 2001)), GRIP (black (Blunier and Brook, 2001, compiling data from earlier
papers) and green (Flückiger et al., 2004)), and NorthGRIP (blue (Flückiger et al., 2004)
and red (Huber et al., 2006)). Ages have been transferred approximately to the
NorthGRIP GICC05 age scale using matches between GRIP and GISP2 (Blunier and
Brook, 2001), and between GRIP and NorthGRIP (Huber et al., 2006; Rasmussen et al.,
2008). D-O events 8 and 19 are marked. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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et al., 2009), and values in GI19 settle at only about 70 ppbv higher
than those of the preceding GS. It has been pointed out that the
pattern of the mean amplitude of the CH4 D-O signal resembles that
of precession (Brook et al., 1996; Flückiger et al., 2004).
At a particular depth in an ice core, the gas record is younger
than the record of components preserved in ice, because the
bubbles only close off at depth (typically 60–100 m, depending on
site). However, in Greenland the gas and ice records can be
synchronised rather well, because rapid temperature changes are
represented both in d18O in ice, and in d15N in N2 and d40Ar in the
gas phase (through the thermal fractionation effect, as discussed in
Section 2.1). Using this method, it has been shown that the start of
the change in CH4 at some D-O warming events occurs within 30
years of the start of the change in Greenland temperature (i.e.
almost simultaneously) (Severinghaus et al., 1998; Flückiger et al.,
2004); for other events, a range of 25–70 years has been quoted
(Huber et al., 2006). The CH4 change at warmings tends to be
completed in about a century, and any explanation for the change
must reproduce this feature: slow changes as ice sheets retreat
cannot be responsible for fast changes of this sort.
For readers who wish to use the date of D-O events given in
Table 2, we note that the quoted dates refer approximately to the
mid point of the fast rise in d18O. Since this rise occurs in a few
decades, while the rise in CH4 lasts for around a century, the mid

point of the methane rise, will be of order 50 years later than the
quoted date (remembering that these dates refer only to the GICC05
age scale, and have a much greater uncertainty than this when
converted to other age scales).
There is some limited evidence that constrains the causes of CH4
changes across D-O cycles. It has been suggested that the sharp
increase of CH4 at the start of GIs is caused by the release of
methane from marine hydrates (Kennett et al., 2000). Measurements of dD in CH4 across the start of GI8, GI1, and the end of the
Younger Dryas show a tendency towards more negative values, in
contrast to what would be predicted if a release of marine methane
hydrates was a signiﬁcant contributor (Sowers, 2006). Recent
measurements of 14C in CH4 over the Younger Dryas-PreBoreal
transition conﬁrm that the additional CH4 is not mainly of fossil
origin (Petrenko et al., 2009). d13CH4 decreases signiﬁcantly during
the slow methane increase leading up to the warming event at the
start of GI1, but the change at the fast jump in CH4 is small
(1 permil), suggesting a change in the strength of sources with the
same isotopic content, and/or changes in sinks, rather than the
introduction of a new class of source (Fischer et al., 2008).
The gradient in methane concentration between Greenland and
Antarctica can also be used to assess the relative strength of
northern high latitude sources (large gradient) and tropical sources
(small gradient). Such work suggested that the change between GS
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Fig. 5. The contrast between GI8 and GI19. The left hand panels show GI8 and its surrounds, while the right hand panels show GI19 and its surrounds. The top panels show
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and GI methane concentrations, averaged over several events, was
mainly due to an increase in high latitude sources (Brook et al.,
2000; Dällenbach et al., 2000). On the other hand, similar reasoning
suggests that the decrease at the end of GI1 involves mainly tropical
effects. The occurrence of rapid changes in d18O of O2 has been used
to suggest that signiﬁcant changes in low latitude monsoon rainfall
occurred (Severinghaus et al., 2009) at many D-O cycles, implying
that there is a signiﬁcant tropical contribution to D-O CH4 increases.
Still, a good working hypothesis seems to be that the rapid changes
in atmospheric circulation and temperature at high latitudes led to
a greatly increased source for wetland emissions, including for
example thermokarst lakes (Walter et al., 2007), and that this
explains a large part of the D-O changes.
4. Millennial-scale variability in Antarctic ice cores
A much more muted and gradual millennial-scale variability is
observed in the d18O or dD records of temperature in the last glacial
period in Antarctic ice cores (Blunier and Brook, 2001; EPICA
Community Members, 2006). It has been possible to synchronise
Greenland and Antarctic records using the simultaneous D-O jumps
in CH4 concentration. In fact, this synchronises the gas records; the
ice and gas record in Greenland must then be put on a common scale
using the ﬁnding that the Greenland temperature rise and the CH4
rise are close to synchronous at the multi-decadal level. There are
some issues in synchronising the Antarctic gas and ice age scales, but
this error will be rather small for sites such as Byrd Station (Blunier
and Brook, 2001) where the snow accumulation rate is high, and the
gas age-ice age difference is small. However, the error could be
between 400 and 800 years for a site with lower accumulation rate
such as EPICA Dronning Maud Land (EDML) (EPICA Community
Members, 2006). Around GI10, the Greenland and low-accumulation Antarctic records have recently been synchronised using the
10
Be peak associated with the Laschamp event (Raisbeck et al.,
2007). This is a promising approach, but has not yet been applied to
other records, or to any other time periods in the glacial.
These synchronisation efforts have shown that: (1) there is an
Antarctic temperature counterpart to every one of the Greenland
D-O warmings (EPICA Community Members, 2006) (Fig. 6); and (2)
for the most prominent Antarctic warmings, corresponding to the
longest-duration GI, there is a clear phase relationship: while
Greenland is cold, Antarctica warms; as soon as Greenland jumps
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into its GI state, Antarctica cools again (Blunier and Brook, 2001).
This phasing leads to a more triangular pattern in Antarctica in
contrast to the sawtooth pattern of Greenland, with the top of the
Antarctic triangle coinciding with the peak of the Greenland
sawtooth. The uncertainty in synchronisation for the EDML record
was too great for any conclusion to be drawn about phasing for the
shorter GI, but the working assumption is that the same phasing
will be seen during these intervals. The larger events in Antarctica
were originally called A events (A1–A7); all the Antarctic counterparts have now been re-named as Antarctic Isotopic Maxima (AIM)
(EPICA Community Members, 2006), with the numbering set such
that AIMn starts during the GS preceding GIn. Thus the rising limb
of AIM 1 precedes GI1, which is more or less synchronous with the
Antarctic Cold Reversal (ACR).
A long cold period in Greenland is associated with a largeamplitude AIM in Antarctica (EPICA Community Members, 2006).
This makes sense if Antarctica warms at a more or less constant rate
during Greenland cold periods, so that greater amplitudes are
reached when warming lasts longer. The pattern of events we have
described here is consistent with ideas about a bipolar seesaw, in
which reductions in ocean heat transport during GS allow the
Southern Ocean to warm gradually, and the resumption of full heat
transport during GI leads to a loss of heat from the Southern Ocean
heat reservoir (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003).
A number of other parameters measured in Antarctic ice cores
vary in time with the temperature proxy – for example the nonsea-salt Ca ﬂux is higher in cold periods (Fischer et al., 2007a),
reducing to almost Holocene values in the warm parts of AIM
(Röthlisberger et al., 2002). It is important to note that, although
dust in Greenland and Antarctica appear in phase at orbital scales,
they have the same out-of-phase relationship at millennial-scales
as do the respective temperature signals. Of particular interest is
the CO2 concentration, which shows a pattern very similar to
Antarctic temperature, at least for the larger AIM (A events) (Ahn
and Brook, 2007; Ahn and Brook, 2008). A signiﬁcant and timevarying lag of CO2 by 720  370 years was deduced, although the
CO2 and Antarctic temperature maxima appear in phase within the
resolution of existing measurements. It is readily seen that CO2
starts to increase well before the large CH4 jumps, conﬁrming that
CO2 changes are linked to Southern Ocean changes, and that they
are not involved in any direct way as triggers for the D-O warmings.
Having said this, we should point out that the mainly slow increase
in CO2 across the last termination does include two rapid periods of
change (by a few ppmv) in the CO2 record, corresponding to the fast
temperature rises in Greenland (Monnin et al., 2001).
N2O is also of great interest, as it is produced both in marine
(notably upwelling areas) and continental (mainly tropical) environments, through nitriﬁcation and denitriﬁcation processes.
It shows large changes associated with both small and large GI. The
amplitude of N2O changes appear linearly related with the amplitude of Greenland warmings, but does not bear a precessional
modulation such as observed for CH4 (Flückiger et al., 2004). For
long-lasting GI, N2O starts to increase well before Greenland
temperature and CH4, but later than Antarctic temperature. Such
a particular phasing and amplitude of a trace gas emitted both by
the ocean and vegetation/soils should make a good test of coupled
climate/biogeochemical models (Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008).
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Fig. 6. D-O cycles in Greenland and AIM in Antarctica. NGRIP is shown on the GICC05
age scale, Dome C on the EDC3 age scale (Jouzel et al., 2007a). In this case, no attempt
has been made to synchronise the age scales, as was done for shallower parts of this
section in earlier work (EPICA Community Members, 2006). Two of the larger AIM are
numbered on the ﬁgure.

5. Context and causes of millennial-scale variability during
the past glacial
Variability reminiscent of the Greenland pattern is seen in
numerous other records in the northern hemisphere, and the
connections between the records allow speculation about mechanisms. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these, but we
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list some of the most well-known records because correlations
with these records allow other stratigraphic markers to be placed in
the Greenland ice core stratigraphy.
North Atlantic d18O (and SSTs) show very similar variability to
Greenland ice cores; as an example we quote the record from
MD95-2042 from the Portuguese margin, in which the planktonic
d18O resembles Greenland ice core d18O, while the benthic record
resembles Antarctic ice core d18O or dD (Shackleton et al., 2000).
As discussed elsewhere (Sanchez-Goni and Harrison, 2010), the
assumption that the North Atlantic planktonic d18O jumps are
contemporaneous with D-O events allows the Heinrich layers
observed in North Atlantic sediments to be placed in the Greenland
stratigraphy. Similarly, the d18O of speleothems in Hulu Cave in
China (Wang et al., 2001) has a very similar pattern to Greenland ice
core d18O, and the assumption of synchroneity in this case allows
radiometric dates to be used to check the Greenland age scale.
Finally, the pattern of colour reﬂectance changes and other
measures in highly-resolved marine sediments from the Cariaco
Basin, Venezuela (Peterson et al., 2000), can also be matched to
Greenland ice core d18O, and this (again making assumptions of
synchroneity) opens up an additional possibility to check the ice
core dating against 14C-dated material.
The Greenland ice core record does not extend into earlier
glacials, so the existence of GI events in earlier periods can only be
inferred (Siddall et al., 2006). However, given the strong link
between rapid jumps in CH4 and D-O warming events during the
last glacial, and the fact that similar rapid jumps in CH4 are ubiquitous in the ice core records from Antarctica during earlier glacials
(Loulergue et al., 2008), there are strong indications that D-O cycle
variability must have occurred in earlier glacials. Additionally, AIM
variability similar to that seen in the last glacial is observed
throughout the last 800 ka (Jouzel et al., 2007a).
There is also the question of whether millennial-scale variability
similar to that of the glacial D-O cycles occurs during the Holocene
(Bond et al., 2001; Risebrobakken et al., 2003). There is no sign of
any signiﬁcant variability at millennial-scale, or of changes with the
rapidity of D-O warming events, in most of the Holocene in the d18O
records from Greenland. Millennial-scale variability has been
demonstrated using the parameter of xsK (O’Brien et al., 1995), but
the meaning of this parameter is not clear. There are however some
rapid climate changes in the early Holocene: most notably the
8.2 ka event shows a very clear reduction in d18O and other
parameters (including one of global character: CH4) in Greenland
ice cores (Thomas et al., 2007), and there is a similar event at 9.3 ka
(Rasmussen et al., 2007).
The pattern of change seen in Greenland ice cores in the last
glacial period, and the contrasting counterparts seen in Antarctica,
are consistent with the idea that the changes are due to changes in
the pattern of ocean heat transport (e.g. Stocker and Johnsen,
2003), probably caused by inputs of freshwater or icebergs into the
North Atlantic. However, such inputs are best-suited to explaining
fast cooling events (such as the 8.2 ka event discussed above), and
a spontaneous or forced resumption of a stronger meridional
overturning circulation that would have to be responsible for the
extremely rapid warming events seen in Greenland.
6. Conclusions and summary
We have summarised what is known about millennial-scale
variability during the last glacial period from the ice core record,
and documented the pattern and timing of events (Fig. 1 and Table
2). The Greenland stratigraphy provides a compelling template for
millennial-scale climate changes during the glacial because it offers
numerous sharp and reproducible stratigraphic boundaries. This
template can be used only if there is an authoritative and accepted

age scale, and the stratigraphy can be transferred to other records.
The emergence of the layer-counted GICC05 age scale to 60 ka
provides the best available age scale, and is likely to be the standard
for some years to come. There remains a problem to decide how to
treat the ice older than 60 ka – an age scale that incorporates
radiometrically-dated speleothem observations would seem an
obvious candidate in the long term.
Multiple parameters, representing different parts of the environmental system and measured in the Greenland core, change
almost simultaneously with d18O. This supports the idea that rapid
changes in marine, terrestrial or speleothem archives with a similar
pattern to that seen in Greenland can be assumed to be synchronous. Once this assumption is made, it allows the Greenland stratigraphy and chronology to be checked against and transferred to
the marine and terrestrial realm. However, transferring the stratigraphy to southern hemisphere records is likely to be much more
difﬁcult, because Antarctic ice cores show much more subdued
counterparts in a different phase to the Greenland signal.
The record of methane in ice cores shows rapid increases at the
same time as the rapid warmings in Greenland. However, the
amplitude of methane change at each GI has a different pattern to
that of the amplitude of temperature change. N2O, produced both
in the marine and continental realms, also shows large changes
when Greenland warms, linearly related with the duration of
warming events. Understanding this rapid millennial-scale variability in methane (and nitrous oxide) is essential to understanding
the glacial-interglacial changes, and clearly calls for an understanding of how land biosphere emissions varied with time.
Millennial-scale variability is dominant during the last glacial
period, and may even hold clues to the termination of glacials
(Wolff et al., 2009). The existence of extreme warmings that occur
within decades poses questions to modellers, who have conventionally concentrated on the cooling phases, where a clear and
testable hypothesis can be applied. Clear documentation of the
spatial pattern of change across the events that are so obvious in
Greenland is essential if their causes are to be understood.
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